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rn

this paper, mechanical models for gas forces and moments acting
on orbiting scroll in the asymmetry wraps scroll compressor are given.
The forces and moments are calculated by using these models, and then
results of asrmmetry wraps scroll cmpressor are compared with those of
symmetry wraps scroll compressor.

NOMENCLATURE
Fa.,Fr.,Ft.,Mc.,Mo.,Mt. - - Fa, Fr, Ft, Me, Mo, Mt in the asymmetry
wraps scroll compressor;
Fa., Fr., Ft., Me., Mo .. , Mt,. - - Fa, Fr, Ft, Me, Mo, Mt in the SYIIJDetry
wraps scroll compressor;
p l l p :I i l p II l
- - Pressure in the compress ion cavity in
Ps,Pd
- - Suction & discharge pressure;
the corresponding group of cavities;
- - Area of No. i compress ion cavity in the
s :r lJ s li i
corresponding group of cavities.

lNTRODUCTl ON
Orbiting scroll is the chief element in the scroll compressor,
the change of forces acting on it influences the whole compressor
performance. The differentia l pressure between the two neighbouring
cavities makes tangential, axial, radial gas forces and moments acting
on the orbiting scroll.
The differentia l pressure between the two
neibouring cavities in symmetry wraps scroll compressor and that in
asymmetry wraps scroll compressor are different. Thus forces acting on
the orbiting scroll are different in the compressor constituted by srmmetry
wraps structure and that constituted by asymmetry wraps. This paper
calculates, compares and analyzes the . gas forces and moments acting on
orbiting scroll in the symmetry wraps scroll compressor and the asymmetry
wraps scroll compressor.
THEORY

The basic parameters of wrap are given below:
r -- Base circle radius of scroll involute;
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t -- Thickness of the wrap ;
h- Wrap height ;

p - Wrap pi teh;
n-- Number of circl es of wrap.

parameters Qf
In order tQ guarantee normal operation, above basic
ical except
ident
be
orbiting scroll wrap and those of fixed scroll wrap must
One pair wraps with same
for parameter n in the scroll compressor.
pair wraps with diffe rent
parameter n are called symmetry wraps and one
ressor used a symmetry
parameter n are called asymmetry wraps. A compcomp
ressor. A compressor
l
wraps structure is called a s~etry wraps scroletry
wraps scroll compressor.
used as~etry wraps structure is called a asymm
es of wrap
Here we discuss an example that the number ofl. circl
1 and Fig. 2
Fig.
scrol
of the fixed scroll is more than that of orbiting
scro ll
wraps
etry
are diagrams of the compression cavities of all asymm
ly,
ctive
compressor respe
compressor and those of a symmetry wraps scro ing
e
l, the insid of
As illus trati on, the outside of the wrap of orbit s ofscrol
fixed scro ll and
the wrap of fixed scroll, and the end plane I cavit
The inside
orbiting scroll form closed spaces, which are groupthe wrap ofies.fixed scroll,
of the wrap of orbiting scroll, the outside of scroll form closed spaces,
and the planes of fixed scroll and orbiting
severial compression
which are grcup II cavities. Each group is devideds.Ass
u.ming the number
cavities by the contact lines of two wraps' flankies are
numbered as (1},
of compression cavi ties is 3, the compression cavitI cavities,
(f), (2,),
(2}, (3} from inside to outside in the group
(3') in the grpup II cavities accordingly.
fcrces and moments
Consulting reference [1] we can calculate gas scrol
l compressor.
wraps
acting on the orbiting scro ll in the symmetry
the asymmetry
llere we only discuss the mechanical models of those in
wraps compressor.
pressure in the corresponding
Since the wraps are asy,mmetry, the
is different. In order
compression cavities of the two ~roups cavities
their
s of cavities,
to get the same gas pressure in the two group
s
two group of
discharge angle e •1, and e •2 should be different. In the
cavities there are
PI

a

> Pn

a,

PI

2

> Pn
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l in asymmetry
The gas forces acting on the orbiting scrolscrol
l compressor
wraps scroll compressor and those in symmetry wraps
3' -3 sections of
are difference. The forces not only act on 1, -1, 2, -2,
2-3' sections of its
the wrap of orbiting scro ll but also act onin 1-2',
Simultaneously,
2)
wrap in the asymnetry wraps compressor (see lyFig.in .the corresponding
because the pressure is distr ibute d asymmetri
compression cavities the moments are diffe rent too.
3,- 3 ts
The tan~ential gas force acting on the sections r -1, 2,- 2,
respectively
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Ft :il =r (8

1l

-2

e )h (P I

Fta=r (12 1( -2

:il-

p II a)

h (PI a-Ps}

e}

y
The tangential gas force acting on the sections 1-2', 2-3' is respectivel
Ft :1=r (6
1

Ft' a"'f

1l-2

(10

1(

e)

h (PI :1-Pn 2)

-2 e) h (PI a·Prr a}

The total tangential gas force Ft (Unit
Ft=I;Ft, +:EFt)

N)

is

1

The radial gas force acting on the sections 1'- 1, 2'- 2, 3'- 3
res-pectively
Fr1.=2rh(P1-PI :1) , Fr2=2rh(Prr 2-PI a} , Fr3=2rh(Prr a-Ps}

lB

y
The radial gas force acting on the sections 1-2', 2-3' is respectivel
The total radical gas force Fr runit

W

is

1=2rh(P1-Ps}

Fr=~Fr1+~Fr'

ing scroll,
While calculating the axial gas force acting on the theorbit
pressure
gas
it is hypothoesized that the effective region of
the action
reachs the centreline of wrap thickness. While calcuislating
calculating
area of the axial gas force, the only difference etry in wraps
scrol l
asymm
the
in
the area of the centre cavity
essor.
compr
l
compressor compared with the symmetry wraps scrol
8
SI 1={r 9 [(61£ /2- e) 8 - (3rt /2- 9) ] /3+ (-S:ii+2S")}/2 0~ e < e •1
8 I 1 ={r 2 [ (9 1£/2- e)

8

-

(7

1£

/2- e.) a) /3+ (·82+28.,)} /2

e *1 <;. e <2 1l

Sn

1

={r 2 [ (ort /2- e) a_ (3 n: /2- e) 8 ] /3+ (-82+28.,}} /2 o...;;; e < e •2

Sn

1

={r 9 [ (9 1t /2- e) a_ (7n: /2- e) 8 ] /3+ (-82+28")} /2

e •2~ e <2 1t

wraps scroll
The areas of the rest cavit ies in the as,mmetry
scroll
wraps
etry
symm
the
to
compressor can be calculated in the same way
compressor.
Thus the axial gas force is
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Fa :r i =~ P :r

i

S :r

i

here assuming back-pressure is equated toPs, A.P:r t=P:t ,-Ps,

~Pn

t=Pn ,-Ps.

The total axial gas force Fa is
Fa=~(Fai

1+Fan d

The overturning moment
forces,

(Mo}

of orbiting scroll is caused by gas

the area
here RI 1, R:n: 1 are the eccentric radii of the centre of form of
es.
caviti
of
of No. i compression cavity in the corresponding group
The counter-turning torque (Me) around the centreline of crankshaft of
orbiting scroll is caused by gas forces,
Mc=Ro Ft
ce.
distan
here R0 is the eccentric
The turning torque (Mt) around
scroll is caused by gas forces,

its

own centreline of orbiting

Mt=Mc/2

CALCULATED RESULT
in
For the convenience of comparison, parameters of orbitingwithscroll
in
those
cal
the asymmetry wraps scroll compressor should be identi of the syumetry
synmetry wraps scroll compressor. The relevant parameters
DID, h=42 DID,
wraps scroll compressor used in calculation are r=2. 7 l!!ll; s p=l7
wrap of the
of
circle
the
of
t=4. 32mm, Ps=O. 62 MPa, Pd=2. 12 MPa, number
etry wraps
asymn
the
of
fixed scroll or orbiting scroll: n=2. 95. Those
h=42 ~
DID,
p=l7
7mm,
scroll compressor used in calculation are r=2.
wrap
t=4. 32111ll, Ps=O. 62MPa, Pd=2. 12MPa, number of the circle s of is n• =3.of26. the
orbiting scroll ts n=2. 95, and that of the fixed scroll
According to above parameters calculating results of two types
scroll compressors are shown in figures 3 to 6.
gas forces
the
Fig. 3 illust rates the calculating result s of
ude of the
acting on the orbiting scroll. It indicates that the amplit
force get
of
curves
the
r,
axial and tangential forces changing is smalle
orbiting
at
flatte r, and the pulse sharp point phenomenon of forces the aBYI!ID
etry
ed in
an~le corresponding the dischar~e anl{le e' is better
wraps scroll compressor comparing with the s~etry wraps scroll compressor.
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And the radial force
Fig.
scroll.
changing
smaller,

yet does not change.

illustrates the
It indicates that
is identical, the
the curve of moment

4

acting on orbiting
overturning moment (Mo)
the general tendency of overturning moment
overturning moment change is
amplitude of
gets flatter in the asyn:metry wraps compressor.

Fig. 5 shows the calculating results of the counter-turning torque
(Me}. It indicates that the amplititude of torque fluctuation is smaller,
in the asymmetry
and the curve of the torque changing gets flatter
of corresponding
amplitude
fluctuation
the
Thus
wraps scroll compressor.
driving torque reduces too.
Fig.6 shows the calculating results of turning torque (lft}. It
indicates that the fluctuation almplititude of the torque is smaller, and the
curve of the torque changing gets flatter in the asymmetry wraps scroll
compressor compared with the s~etry wraps scroll compressor.
The above diagrams show all the calculating results in the asymmetry
wraps scroll compressor is bigger than that in the symmetry wraps
more positive
by
scroll compressor at any moment. It is caused
displacement owing to using asymmetry wraps in the asymmetry wraps scroll
compressor.
CONCLUSION
orbiting
By calculating the forces and the moments acting on
scroll in asymmetry wraps scroll compressor as well as those in symmetry
wraps scroll compressor, we can known the fluctuation amplitude of all
forces and moments such as the tangential gas force, the axial gas force,
the overturing moment, the counter-turning torque and the turning torque
is smaller in as~etry wraps scroll compressor than that in symmetry wraps
fluctuation almplititude of counterturning gas
scroll compressor. The
torque reducing would strengthen the rotating equability of driving motor.
The reducing of all the forces and moments' changing would strengthen
the compressor' s rotating steadiness, reduce the mechanical vibration and
noise, and improve life of scroll compressor. Therefore using virtues ·of the
structure of asymmetry wraps we can design and produce scroll compressor
with higher performence.
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